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This year has been one of great challenges and upheaval for
everyone. More than ever, in 2020–2021, we felt the need to care
for our overall individual and collective health. The pandemic will
forever influence our lifestyles and our relationship to others. At
Puamun Meshkenu, it was important for us to pursue our mission
and provide activities adapted to the public health situation that
promoted healthy lifestyles, encouraged school retention and
fostered reconciliation between peoples.

To contribute to collective wellness and taking our human and
inclusive approach, we suggested a program of various virtual walks
that adhered to the public health guidelines.

Encouraging student retention became one of our priorities! I want
to thank my brothers and sisters who have joined me in delivering
motivational messages and advice to Indigenous students.
Together, our voices and messages made a difference to many
young people during this most unusual school year. Thank you,
Eruoma, Charles, Grand Chief Awashish, Suzy, Melissa, Marie-Ève,
Elisapie, Cindy and Norma.

Thank you also to the 10 youth ambassadors who worked on our
projects, shining brightly in public view. You are inspiring role
models and a source of pride for our organization!

I would like to thank Victoria LaBillois, whose mandate on our
board of directors has come to an end, for her generous
contribution.

Finally, on behalf of myself and my organization, I would also like to
pay tribute to our sister, Joyce Échaquan, and offer all of my love
and support to her family and to the community of Manawan.

 
 
 

Dr Stanley Vollant
Founder and Chair
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A WORD FROM THEA WORD FROM THE

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOREXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
 

As for most organizations, 2020-2021 was filled with challenges.
The pandemic forced us to think differently and adjust our
activities to continue to offer innovative programming.

And I am proud to say that we rose to the challenge! Thanks to
our strong and creative team, we carried out great initiatives
with poise and assurance. I want to express my gratitude to all
of them. Although our team is small, everyone gave their 110%
throughout the year to make our projects a success.

It has been a real honour to see our youth ambassadors
blossom at little more after each project and training session
this year. We are very proud to say that the Program is bringing
our participants concrete results and enriching experiences.
They are role models for young and old alike!

It has been a pleasure to partner this year with other
organizations that care about the wellness of Indigenous youth
as much as we do. It is by working collaboratively with
community stakeholders that we will succeed together in
changing the daily lives of Indigenous youth and providing them
with opportunities to develop, acquire skills and believe in their
dreams. To all those who have worked with us this year, I thank
you.

Finally, it is thanks to the committed board of directors, who
trusted us to get through this unusual year, that we were able to
carry out all these beautiful projects. Without you and your
incredible support, Puamun Meshkenu would not be the
organization it is today! We are truly fortunate to be able to
count on your expertise, experience and wise counsel. Thank
you!

Véronique Rankin
Executive Director
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OUR ORGANIZATIONOUR ORGANIZATION

Our actions have three very specific goals :
 

To instill hope, by promoting pride in Indigenous identity, so that our young people develop to
their full potential and explore the world.

 
To develop wellness, by encouraging Indigenous communities to adopt healthy living habits in

keeping with the holistic health model.
 

To promote the coming together and reconciliation of peoples, between Indigenous and non-
Indigenous peoples, as well as between the different First Nations.

 

 
Puamun, n. i. : dream (pwamu:n)
Meshkenu, n. i. : road, path, way, 
 See also meshkanau, meshkanu

 

Puamun Meshkenu is a non-profit organization started
in 2016 by Dr. Stanley Vollant.

 
Since its foundation, Puamun works to inspire

Indigenous Peoples and support them in developing to
their full potential.

 
 Puamun’s initiatives aim to have a lasting and

meaningful impact on the lives of Indigenous youth
and to create a structuring movement for all

Indigenous communities in Quebec. To do so, we focus
on projects that can have a positive impact on

Indigenous youth.
 

À coeur vaillant, rien d'impossible!
 Ka katshitshishit auen 

apu tshekuannu nakaukut!   
  To a valiant heart, nothing impossible!
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OUR

VISION

OUR MISSION
Our mission is to inspire and
support Indigenous people so
that they may trace their own

path of a thousand dreams
—“puamun meshkenu” in Innu—

in a way that is mentally,
spiritually, physically and

emotionally holistic.
 
 

We accompany Indigenous
people with the support of their

communities so that each
individual may develop to their
full potential, thus increasing

collective wellness. Our actions
promote healthy lifestyles,

encourage school perseverance
and foster reconciliation.

 

We have a dream (“Puamun” in Innu) that
Indigenous Peoples will develop to their full
potential and contribute to collective well-being.

Promoting holistic health, school perseverance and
Indigenous identity, Puamun Meshkenu’s
recognition and its people-oriented and inclusive
approach lead to concrete actions that help
Indigenous people develop to their full potential.
Its actions have an impact on collective wellness
and contribute to the recognition of Indigenous
Peoples in society.
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OUR PRINCIPLESOUR PRINCIPLES

We consider and respect each person as a whole
in our every action and decision. 

Our approach is holistic, people-oriented and
inclusive.

e consider climate issues in our choices and
activities as much as we can.

We want to expand our programming to the
national level, within five to eight years.

OUR VALUESOUR VALUES

Tradition 
Wellness

Collaboration
Commitment 
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OUR BOARD OF

DIRECTORS 

 Puamun Meshkenu’s board of directors seeks a balanced representation of men and women, and of
Indigenous and non-Indigenous people. It also aims for a diversity of members from different nations and

prioritizes a seat for a youth member.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Stanley Vollant, Chair

Éric Cardinal, Vice-chair
Sabryna Godbout, Secretary-treasurer

 
 REGULAR MEMBERS

Sarah Bourque, Member
Suzy Basile, Member

Thierry Leblond, Member
Denis Bouchard, Member
Ricky Fontaine, Member

Victoria LaBillois, Member
 

 Véronique Rankin, Executive Director
Geneviève Beaudoin, Project Manager

Isabelle Gros-Louis, Administrative assistant and Communications Manager

STAFF
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Committees support Puamun’s development and activities.
 

According to their mandate, the committees of the board of directors analyzes the proposals,
policies and strategies developed by our executive management and staff members. After their

review, they make recommendations to the board of directors.
 

Healthy Lifestyle and
Educational Activities

Committee
 

The members of this
committee are Suzy Basile,
Sarah Bourque and Sabryna

Godbout.
 
 

Communications
Committee

 
The members of this
committee are Éric

Cardinal and Thierry
Leblond.

 
Human Resources

Committee
 

the members of this
committee are Sarah
Bourque and Thierry

Leblond.
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PUAMUN MESHKENU IN ACTION

 Like most other organizations in the world, we can say that
2020 will not be easily forgotten. Although the year got off to a
strong start with our first youth ambassadors’ camp in late
January, COVID-19 turned our plans upside down in March. Like a
ship navigating a storm, it took our team time to plan the best
way to reaction to this unpredictable situation. We stayed in
close touch despite the mandatory social distancing and
recrafted our plans and timelines for 2020.

 Since our goal was to do whatever it took to offer quality
activities despite the situation, we had to be creative and flexible.
We therefore created, transformed, modified and adapted the
actions we had planned at the beginning of the year to make
ambitious and great projects possible within the limitations of the
public health situation. We are extremely proud to say that,
although our organization is fairly young, our strength as a team
allowed us to nonetheless carry out innovative activities during
the global pandemic.
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Puamun Meshkenu aims to instill
hope in Indigenous youth through its

various and specific projects and
programs. WE believe it is key to
provide these young people with

opportunities to develop to their full
potential and to inspire them to go
further to make their dreams come
true. That is why, once again this
year, our actions sought to offer

Indigenous youth all the venues and
encouragements they needed to fulfill

their potential.
 

Whether as part of our Youth
Ambassador Program or our
Campaign Promoting School

Retention and Educational Success,
our activities have the same goal: to
offer young people opportunities to

let their personalities shine!
 

INSTILLINGINSTILLING

HOPEHOPE  
Focusing on hope is an affirmation of life!
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One of Puamun Meshkenu’s major
accomplishments in 2020 was the rollout of our
Youth Ambassador Program. This first cohort of
11 young people, aged 18–35 years old and from
different nations in Quebec, gathered for training
retreat at the Manoir du Lac Delage, from
January 31 to February 2, 2020.

This event was an opportunity for participants to
practice their public speaking skills during various
workshops given by several great communicators.

YOUTH AMBASSADORSYOUTH AMBASSADORS

PROGRAMPROGRAM

Another project led the youth ambassadors to address the public in culturally inspiring thematic video clips
that were posted on social media. After a lot of hard work and thanks to the support of the La Boîte rouge
vif team, we published 11 such clips on our YouTube channel, garnering a grand total of 2,672 views! This
hands-on experience led our youth ambassadors to put into practice the skills they acquired during the
training retreat and to carry out a personal project via virtual communications.
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Throughout the year, we provided
personalized support to our youth
ambassadors who requested it, for instance,
to help them prepare for various interviews or
events to which they were invited. We offer
our heartfelt thanks to Denis Bouchard for the
support he gave the ambassadors who
wanted feedback and his advice before and
after their speaking engagements. Rigorous
preparation before the events and other
support boosted their confidence and helped
them find the best strategies for keeping their
stress about speaking in public in check.

YOUTH AMBASSADORSYOUTH AMBASSADORS

PROGRAMPROGRAM

Various implications and realizations

 Developed a partnership with
LOJIQ

Took part in four webinars on public speaking skills

Various activities, such as at the Kwatahrontonhk event, organized
by the Centre de la Formation et de la main d’œuvre Huron-

Wendat (CDFM)

CONT...
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CAMPAIGN PROMOTING SCHOOL RETENTIONCAMPAIGN PROMOTING SCHOOL RETENTION

AND EDUCATIONAL SUCCESSAND EDUCATIONAL SUCCESS

For sure, 2020 was a trying year and especially so for students. Young people
were called to show great resilience and extraordinary adaptability. With them in
mind, Puamun Meshkenu decided to set up a large-scale campaign to motivate
students to continue on their school journey, despite the challenges brought on
by the pandemic. To create a campaign that would truly speak to students, we
began this project by involving our ambassadors in a brainstorm to reflect on
and identify the actions to be taken. Many of the ideas that were developed
during the campaign came from our youth ambassadors, most of whom are also
students.

Some examples of achievements: 

Creation of a family routine
tool

Publication of
Uapukuniss

Invitation to take part in an
anthology
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CAMPAIGN PROMOTINGCAMPAIGN PROMOTING  

SCHOOL RETENTION AND EDUCATIONALSCHOOL RETENTION AND EDUCATIONAL

SUCCESSSUCCESS

We were honoured to have nine Indigenous figures join Dr Vollant in inspiring and
motivating students to stay in school.

 
We would like to acknowledge the generosity of
these inspiring people who participated in the
creation of motivational clips for Indigenous

students. These videos have been viewed 5,860
times on our social media

Stanley Vollant
Suzy Basile

Elisapie Isaac
Melissa Haney
Norma Condo

Grand Chef Constant Awashish
Eruoma Awashish

Marie-Eve Bordeleau-Lachapelle
Charles Bender
Cindy Blackstock

 

MIKWETC!

475 POSTERS WERE SENT TO
SCHOOLS AND VARIOUS

INDIGENOUS
ORGANIZATIONS ACROSS

QUEBEC.

CONT....
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Valuing wellness ushers in
positive change! Adopting
healthy living habits brings
positive and lasting changes
into our lives. To achieve this
goal, we continued to organize
our walks but reworked our
concept to make them
compatible with the public
health guidelines in effect.

 The new iteration of the Dr.
Vollant Challenge encouraged
participants to stay active for 21
days straight by following a
calendar of holistic activities.
We used creativity to reach our
goals and offer a formula that
rose to the situation.

VALUINGVALUING

WELLNESSWELLNESS

Focusing on hope is an affirmation of life!
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We decided to completely revamp the structure of our annual walk so that participants could
get active and maintain healthy living habits despite lockdown. More than ever, people
needed encouragement to stay active and, most importantly, to maintain a healthy, holistic
lifestyle. This is why we created a 21-day challenge, from September 13 to October 3, 2020.
The idea was to get participants feeling involved in a group process, while being sure to follow
the public health guidelines in effect. After downloading the calendar of activities, participants
could take various actions around healthy living habits and take a daily 15–45-minute walk.

More than 900 followers on
the CHALLENGE 

DR. VOLLANT 
FACEBOOK PAGE

 

 

THE DR. VOLLANT CHALLENGE

The Dr. Vollant Challenge was;

- 21 days of activities to keep participants active
during their walk

- Sharing inspirational tools on healthy living habits

- 163 participants from 34 cities or communities
sharing their pride in being active!

- Beautiful photos to mark the tenth anniversary of
Innu Meshkenu!

A walk under
the stars
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Our various activities bring different
peoples together and, in doing so, truly
promote positive encounters between

all nationalities. It was impossible to do
large-scale walks this year. However,
we were able to give lectures, mostly

online. We hope that the public health
situation will soon return to normal so
that we can continue to give face-to-

face lectures to different groups
interested in learning more about

Indigenous realities and other topics in
line with our objectives.

FOSTERINGFOSTERING

RECONCILIATIONRECONCILIATION

RECONCILIATION IS AN
AFFIRMATION OF LIFE!

 

KWE, MEET WITH INDIGENOUS PEOPLES EVENT
Unfortunately, due to the pandemic and ensuing public
health measures, the 2020 Kwe! event was cancelled.

 

LECTURES
Over 500 people heard Dr. Vollant speak this year

during more than a dozen virtual lectures to deliver
messages of perseverance, reconciliation and believing

in our dreams!

SPOKESPERSON/AMBASSADOR
This year, Dr. Vollant served as ambassador for Early

Childhood Week, a spokesperson for the Quebec
Amnesty International’s Faut le croire pour le voir

campaign and for CBC Kids’ Indigenous History Month.
 

Tiré du site: https://fautlecroire.amnistie.ca/

Source: YouTube CBC Kids 
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OTHER ACTIVITIES

Since 2020 marked the
tenth anniversary of Dr.

Vollant’s walk across
Quebec, we created a

virtual tool to allow our
web visitors to learn about

each stage of his Innu
Meshkenu journey.

 
By flipping through this

interactive diary, readers
learn more about the

communities Dr. Vollant
visited, the number of

kilometers he walked and
days he spent as well as
stories from his travels.

 
The document was

produced in French and
English, to allow as many

people as possible to
access it. This beautiful

book showcases the
ensuing walking movement

and features our great
respect for all those who

took part in Innu
Meshkenu.

 

We make it possible for
young and old to virtually
deposit their dream in the

Stick of a Thousand
Dreams.

 
This way, people can share
their personal dreams and

hopes with Dr. Vollant
from the comfort of their

homes.
 

We invite you to share
your dreams with the
Sticks of a Thousand

Dreams. Pass your dearest
dreams—the ones you

want to make true in your
life—on to the sticks so
that they may join the
22,000 other dreams

already collected.
 

“Our dreams are in our
hearts. No one can steal
them from us. We must

persevere and continue to
believe in our dreams. And

when we have made our
dreams true, we can help

others to make theirs come
true.” 

 
—Stanley Vollant.

 
 

NEW WEB SITE DREAM COLLECTION
INNU MESHKENU DIARY

Developed by La Boîte
rouge vif, our new website

presents all the
information about our

organization.
 

 Its various sections
include general

information, current and
past events, and workshop

and lecture facilitation
services.

 
 A page dedicated to our

Youth Ambassador
Program and a complete

section of relevant
resources about Puamun
Meshkenu have also been

added.
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STRATEGIC PLANNING
Begun in 2019, our strategic planning exercise ended in 2020 when we completed the final
document, which can be viewed on our website. This exercise helped clarify the actions the
organization wishes to take over the next five years.

We look forward to presenting you with the resulting activity programming!

SO THAT INDIGENOUS YOUTH MAY CONTINUE TO DREAM
Like so many others, we were shaken by the tragedy of our sister Joyce Echaquan. We
wanted to show our solidarity with her family, her community and all those affected. That is
why, in a show of solidarity, Puamun Meshkenu’s board of directors and executive
management signed an open letter calling for “constructive collaboration, imbued with
respect, honesty, transparency and a willingness to reconcile (...), to build a society in which
everyone has an equal opportunity to fulfil their dreams.”

OUR ORGANIZATIONAL

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

OUR COMMITMENTS

AND PARTNERSHIPS 

AGREEMENT OF
COLLABORATION

In December 2020, Puamun
Meshkenu signed an

agreement of collaboration
with the Canadian Bureau

for International Education.
The two organizations will

work together to share
activities and organize joint

activities.

SOCIAL INNOVATION
LABORATORY

In December 2020, Puamun
Meshkenu joined a working

group of various
organizations involved with
Indigenous youth, as part of

the work being carried out in
the New Pathways
Foundation’s Social

Innovation Laboratory. 

LE RÉSEAU ANNUAL
COLLOQIUM

Le Réseau is a group of
organizations, institutions,

entrepreneurs, researchers,
practitioners, teachers and
anyone who uses physical

activity and outdoor sports for
psychosocial development.

Puamun Meshkenu sits on the
organizing committee of the

annual colloquium, slated for fall
2021.

M361'S CIRCLE OF
COORDINATORS 

 Puamun Meshkenu
continued to

participate this year in
events organized by

M361’s Circle of
Coordinators.

RÊVER POUR CRÉER
Launched in February
2020, this Institut du

nouveau monde initiative
collected the hopes
especially of young

people for the society of
2040. In 2020, Puamun

Meshkenu committed its
support to this initiative.
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SO INDIGENOUS YOUTH CAN CONTINUE TO DREAM!

Open letter published on October 16, 2020 in the newspaper La Presse.
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The signatories of this letter are the members of the Board of Directors and management of Puamun  Meshkenu,  an  organization founded and
chaired by Dr. Stanley Vollant whose mission is  to inspire and support Indigenous students to chart their own path of a thousand dreams ("Puamun
Meshkenu" in Innu). The organization encourages Indigenous youth to contribute to collective well-being with the support of their communities, and

acts to promote healthy lifestyles, encourage school perseverance and promote reconciliation.
 

The last few weeks have been marked by mourning, denunciation, indignation, and political rifts. With good reason, thousands of people have
denounced the tragic end of Joyce Echaquan and demanded justice for her. There are also many voices demanding profound changes to
combat systemic racism. We would like to echo these demands, while remembering that the first victims of this tragedy are her family, the

community of Manawanand the Atikamekw Nation, to whom we offer our deepest condolences.
 

However, as Indigenous people heal their wounds and demand justice, Canadian society must mobilize to offer hope to Indigenous youth and
ways to take control of their destiny, with a positive message.

 
Today, we call on governments and on Canadian society as a whole to turn Joyce Echaquan's nightmare into a dream for First Nations youth.

We are calling on political leaders to attend an emergency meeting convened by Indigenous Services Minister Marc Miller on Friday to discuss
issues of racism in Canada's healthcare systems.

 
Besides the necessary debates on the recognition of systemic racism, we have another message:  we must give young people in our

communities the opportunity to project themselves  into a future where they are in full possession of their means. It is essential to convince
them that they are not condemned in advance to become excluded from society, or to become victims like Joyce Echaquan.

 
From our grief is born an even stronger will to continue our mission with Puamun Meshkenu (The Path of a Thousand Dreams): to give hope
to Indigenous youth, convincing them that they must dream of a better future for themselves. And our dream: that Indigenous peoples be

able to develop their full potential and contribute to the collective well-being.
 

However, our dream for Indigenous youth cannot be realized without the full recognition by the governments of the social issues that are
detrimental to the development of Indigenous peoples. Numerous commissions were established to report on the discrimination, racism and

injustices experienced by the Indigenous people of this country (Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, Truth and Reconciliation
Commission, National Enquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls,  and the Public Inquiry Commission on Relations
between Indigenous Peoples and certain public services in Quebec). Solutions are already identified to begin a real process of collective

healing. Political leaders, both Canadian and Indigenous, must listen and observe what is currently happening in civil society. This is not about
reinventing the wheel: several organizations like ours are already at work and mobilizing on the ground. 

 
Ten years ago, the founder of Puamun Meshkenu, Dr. Stanley Vollant, began a 6,000-kilometer walk through Indigenous communities and

territories to inspire its youth.  In the wake of this project, the Mini School of Health was created with a dual purpose: to enable non-
Indigenous medical students to enrich their education by going to meet our  students; and on the other hand, to introduce Indigenous youth

to the health professions and stimulate their interest in such a career path.We have also initiated a Young Ambassadors program, a leadership
program aimed at helping young Indigenous women to develop their ambitions, for themselves and their communities. These are just two

examples of many other initiatives by organizations like ours. 
 

More than ever, the sad events at Joliette Hospital make us believe that Indigenous youth must professionally integrate and contribute to the
healthcare system for the benefit of all. However, all must contribute, so the future of our young people can be more positive.

 
We are convinced that the future lies in working together towards a common goal, for Indigenous students and by Indigenous students, and in

partnership with Quebec and Canadian society. We are convinced that constructive collaborations filled with respect, honesty, transparency,
and a will for reconciliation, are key to creating a society in which everyone will have an equal chance to achieve their dreams. This is what we

wish for Joyce Echaquan’s children and extended family.
 

Mikwetc! Tshinashkumitin! Chiniskomiitin! Wliwni! Mihwetch! Tiawenhk! Woliwon komac! Wela'lioq! Nakurmiik!  Nia´:wen! Migwech!
 

Dr. Stanley Vollant, Surgeon, President of Puamun Meshkenu, Innu 
Suzy Basile, Board member, Professor 

Denis Bouchard, Author, director and actor, Quebecer
Sarah Bourque,Ph.D, Board Member, Puamun Meshkenu

Eric Cardinal, Vice-President of Acosys and Lecturer (Canadian Law and Indigneous Peoples) at the University of Montreal
Ricky Fontaine, Board Member, Puamun Meshkenu

Sabryna Godbout, Secretary-Treasurer and Youth Representative, Puamun Meshkenu
Victoria LaBillois, MBA, President of Wejuseg Construction

Thierry Leblond, Board Member, Puamun Meshkenu
Véronique Rankin, Executive Director, Anicinape
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We will certainly remember 2020, but not just for the great challenges it
brought. This year will leave a lasting mark on Puamun Meshkenu’s ability
to face head on and adapt to the unpredictable. We truly saw what our
strong team is capable of creating, even in the most uncertain of times.
Our major achievements this year, including the Campaign Promoting
Student Retention and Educational Success, the Young Ambassadors
Program and the Dr. Vollant Challenge, demonstrated that, although
young, our organization is indeed solid.

With many projects in the works for the coming year, we intend to put all
our energy into encouraging Indigenous people to believe in their
dreams and to develop to their full potential.

IN CLOSING
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